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COVID-19 

Blanket approach from state government about shutting down state economy will bring chaos and nose 

dive in tax revenues during Covid-19 pandemic. Keeping safe distance and shutting all businesses 

such as schools, universities, banks, and stock market is clearly not a long-term solution and, could 

bring disaster and catastrophic consequences. Therefor, we should seek answers to following 

important Questions for Covid-19 Pandemic: 

1. Based on current test data/results, how long before work force resume duties, the Doctors and 

Scientists will be able to state that it is OK to put people of nation back to work?  

2. It is evident that different states of nation are at different stages of pandemic. Should we 

schedule different dates? What specific metric should we use to assess the date of resumption? 

3. Why effect of COVID pandemic is less severe in India and Russia compared to US? Though, 

the density of population in India is 12 times the density in US, why more cases are active in 

US? Why mortality count in US is more than 60 times that in India? (Covidvisualizer.com) 

4. What should we do other than safe distance to prevent spread of virus in work place when 

American Citizens resume their duties? Safe distance can not be observed for employees 

working in manufacturing industry such as Boeing, Steel mills and heavy machinery plants. 

5. Can we perform some kind of x-ray screening test to detect presence of COVID-19 virus in 

respiratory system for patients with mild symptoms? 

6. Can we use radiation treatment, appliance to clean surfaces and sanitize work place so that we 

can open Banks and Wall Street for business? 

Suggested solution for prevention of Corona virus spreading at work place: 

1. Develop a radiation treatment, an appliance to sanitize and kill virus on surfaces of work 

places. The key is to find a radiation wavelength at which the virus is exposed, it will kill 

harmful effect of the virus and deactivate it. Nations of the world can use ample resource for 

that research and purpose. 

2. Measure temperature of staff members at businesses before they check-in and start duties. 

3. Enforce mandatory sick leave on employees who sneeze/cough inside premises of work place 

and escort out student exhibiting symptoms of illness in schools and teaching institutes. 

4. Provide option to learn on-line Classes at schools and universities. 

5. Monitor temperature of staff members when they end duties and before leave office. 

6. We should shorten vaccine development and deployment schedule by cooperating with other 

nations. Many doctors and scientists tell that we don’t have enough data. The fact is number 

of cases infected in US is so high that data should be abundant. 

For more information, questions and comments please contact Shailesh Kadakia, Senior Math 

Instructor at Mathnasium, Rancho Penasquitos, CA and Founder Matrix Writers & Publishers LLC. 

E-mail: Shailesh.mwp@gmail.com    Web: https://www.Skylativity.com 
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